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what is service oriented architecture soa definition - service oriented architecture soa is a software development model
for distributed application components that incorporates discovery access control data mapping and security features,
resource oriented architecture wikipedia - in software engineering a resource oriented architecture roa is a style of
software architecture and programming paradigm for supportive designing and developing software in the form of
internetworking of resources with restful interfaces these resources are software components discrete pieces of code and or
data structures which can be reused for different purposes, architecture principles pubs opengroup org - this chapter
provides principles for the use and deployment of it resources across the enterprise this chapter builds on work done by the
us air force in establishing its headquarters air force principles for information management june 29 1998 with the addition of
other input materials introduction, what is object oriented programming oop definition - object oriented programming
oop is a programming language model in which programs are organized around data or objects rather than functions and
logic an object can be defined as a data field that has unique attributes and behavior, solid principles made easy by
hacker noon - this article aims to give a solid explanation of solid principles and give some insight on their benefits and
potential issues when applying them let s go through each of them briefly s single responsibility principle s r p a class should
have one and only one reason to change, introduction to object oriented programming concepts oop - hi i know i am a
little late to post an answer to this question but it might help someone though a class is like a blueprint of the instances
objects which surround us for eg if have four pen objects with you you categorize that as writer you can create a writer class
which can serve as a super class and then you can create a more specialized classes like pen pencil marker
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